
Collaboration solutions for today and tomorrow
With an eye towards the future, you want to choose technology with the flexibility to meet tomorrow’s 
challenges. As your organization adapts to new priorities, you’ll want solutions with the security-rich 
features, scalability, choice of delivery model, and built-in capabilities to adjust to your changing 
needs – while still bringing people together and enabling them to perform their best.

Nurture collaboration across boundaries
Communities and teams are most effective when they’re not blocked by time zones, geography, or 
organization charts. When people can discover information, tap knowledge networks, and share 
ideas, innovation blooms and business practices flourish. IBM social computing helps you discover 
experts, expand personal networks, and make it a snap to share – so teams can function better and 
outmaneuver your competition.

Lotus Social and Real-time Collaboration combines the strengths of 3 leading 
Lotus software products

IBM Lotus Connections empowers business professionals to develop, nurture and remain in contact with a 
network of their colleagues; respond quickly to business opportunities by calling upon the expertise in 
their network; and discuss and refine new creative ideas with communities of coworkers, partners, and 
customers. Capabilities include dynamic profiles, wikis, blogs, shared bookmarks and files, communities 
and activities.

IBM Lotus Quickr is team collaboration software that helps you share content, collaborate and work faster 
online with your teams - inside or outside your firewall. Lotus Quickr integrates with common desktop 
productivity and email applications and with IBM Enterprise content solutions to provide an easy—to —use 
and end—to—end content management solution. 

IBM Lotus Sametime family is a platform for unified communications and collaboration, combining 
security features with an extensible, open solution that optionally includes integrated Voice over IP (VoIP),  
location awareness, managed interoperability with supported public IM networks, supported mobile 
clients, and a robust Business Partner community offering telephony and video integration.

Foster Innovative Teams and Communities.
Drive growth with vibrant business communities and empowered
participation across teams.

Special Offer RM25,615
50 users with IBM System 
x3650 M3 server

Special Offer RM21,532
50 users with IBM System 
x3650 M3 server

Special Offer RM21,191
50 users with IBM System 
x3650 M3 server

Please call 1800 88 1155 today to find out how you can enjoy these 
savings and start messaging and collaborating the smart way today!

Terms and conditions apply. 
Valid for a limited time only.


